(1917)

OH JOHNNY, OH JOHNNY, OH

Piano
1st Saxophone – E-flat Alto
2nd Saxophone – B-flat Tenor
3rd Saxophone – E-flat Alto
4th Saxophone – B-flat Tenor
1st Trumpet in B-flat
2nd Trumpet in B-flat
3rd Trumpet in B-flat
1st Trombone
2nd Trombone
Violin-A
Violin-B
Bass
Guitar

Notes
- Piano part has cued melody.
- All Saxes switch to Clarinet for one section.
- Violin parts are divisi at some points.
- Guitar and Piano parts include lyrics.
- Large cover on back of pages one and two of piano part includes this arranger’s note: “Due to the revival of interest in the old fashioned Polka, I would suggest playing this arrangement in that style and refrain from swinging until the last chorus.” Also on the back of the third page of the piano part is an advertisement for other arrangements ranging in cost from $.50 to $.75.

Lyrics
- Oh, Johnny Oh, Johnny how you can love
- Oh, Johnny Oh, Johnny heaven above
- You make my sad heart jump with joy,
- And when you’re near I just can’t sit still a minute, I’m so,
- Oh, Johnny Oh, Johnny please tell me dear
- What makes me love you so?
- You’re not handsome, it’s true,
- But when I look at you, I just,
- Oh Johnny, Oh Johnny, Oh.
Oh Johnny, Oh Johnny, Oh

Arranged by Fabian Andre

Words by ED. ROSE
Music by ABE OLMAN

Piano

A la Polka-Lightly

Oh, Johnny how you can love
Oh, Johnny heaven above
You make my sad heart jump with
joy, And when you're near I just can't sit still a minute, I'm so, loo
Oh, Johnny please tell me dear What makes me love you
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Piano

so?
You're not handsome, it's true.
But when I look at you, I just,

Oh John-ny, Oh John-ny, Oh.

VERSE

D POLKA CHO.
Oh Johnny, Oh Johnny, Oh
Arranged by Fabian Andre

2nd Saxophone - B♭ Tenor

A la Polka - Lightly

Words by ED. ROSE
Music by ABE OLMAN

Soli in absense of Vocal
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Oh Johnny, Oh Johnny, Oh

Arranged by Fabian Andre

3rd Saxophone - Eb Alto

Words by ED ROSE
Music by ABE OLMAN
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Oh Johnny, Oh Johnny, Oh Johnny

Arranged by Fabian Andre

4th Saxophone - B♭ Tenor

A la Polka Lightly

Words by ED. ROSE
Music by ABE OLMAN
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Oh Johnny, Oh Johnny, Oh

Arranged by Fabian Andre

3rd Trumpet in B♭

Words by ED. ROSE
Music by ABE OLMAN
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1st Trombone

Verse

To OPEN 8va

Polka Cho.

Solo

Swing

Open
Oh Johnny, Oh Johnny, Oh Johnny

2nd Trombone

A la Polka-Lightly

Words by ED. ROSE
Music by ABE OLMAN

Arranged by Fabian Andre
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Oh Johnny, Oh Johnny, Oh Johnny

Arranged by Fabian Andre

Violin-B

A la Polka - Lightly

Words by ED. ROSE
Music by ABE OLMAN
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Oh Johnny, Oh Johnny, Oh

Arranged by Fabian Andre

Music by ED ROSE
Words by ABE OLMAN

Guitar

A la Polka-Lightly

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{Eb} \quad \text{Cm} \quad \text{Fm7} \quad \text{Bb7} \\
&\text{Eb} \quad \text{Bb7} \quad \text{Eb} \quad \text{Edim} \\
&\text{Fm7} \quad \text{Bb7} \quad \text{Bb7} \\
&\text{Bb7} \quad \text{Gm} \quad \text{Bb7}
\end{align*}
\]

Oh, John-ny, Oh, John-ny, how you can love

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{Bb7} \\
&\text{Eb} \quad \text{Cdim} \quad \text{Eb} \\
&\text{Edim} \\
&\text{F#dim}
\end{align*}
\]

Oh John-ny heavens a-bove You make my sad heart jump with joy,

And when you're near I just can't sit still a minute, I'm so, Oh, John-ny Oh, John-ny please tell me dear What

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{Fm} \quad \text{Bdim} \quad \text{Ab} \quad \text{G7} \\
&\text{G7} \quad \text{Fm} \quad \text{Bb7} \quad \text{Eb} \quad \text{D7} \quad \text{Eb}
\end{align*}
\]

makes me love you so? You're not handsome, it's true,

But when I look at you, I just Oh, John-ny! Oh, John-ny!

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{Eb} \quad \text{Gm} \quad \text{Eb} \quad \text{F7} \quad \text{E7} \quad \text{F7} \\
&\text{F7} \quad \text{F7b5} \quad \text{Bb7} \quad \text{Fm7} \quad \text{Bb7} \quad \text{Bb7} \quad \text{Fm7} \quad \text{Bb7}
\end{align*}
\]
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OH JOHNNY, OH JOHNNY, OH!

By FABIAN ANDRE

A Modern Dance Arrangement

Words by FABIAN ANDRE

Kirk 1916-1920
To be sold in the United States only.

216 S. WABASH AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

FOR STEP MUSIC PUBLISHER INC.

arrangement in that style and refrain from singing until the last chorus.

Due to the revival of interest in the old fashioned polka, I would suggest playing this

Arranger's Note:

Price 50c

A. Olman

Music by

Ed. Rose
FORSTER
POPULAR FAVORITES FOR ORCHESTRA

Arranged by

NIGHT MISTS IN THE CANYON ..................... Jack Mason 50¢
   Fox-Trot by Allan Grant
PALE MOON ........................................ Fabian Andre 50¢
   Fox-Trot by Frederic Knight Logan
DOWN BY THE OLD MILL STREAM .................. Frank Skinner 50¢
   Waltz by Tell Taylor
DREAM TRAIN ...................................... Charles Hathaway 50¢
   Fox-Trot by Baskell & Newman
HIGHWAYS ARE HAPPY WAYS ...................... Fabian Andre 50¢
   Fox-Trot by Shay, Harris & Malie
HINDUSTAN ........................................ Frank Skinner 50¢
   Fox-Trot by Wallace & Weeks
MISSOURI WALTZ .................................. Frank Skinner 50¢
   Waltz by Logan
MISSOURI-NAUGHTY WALTZ ......................... Jack Mason 75¢
   Fox-Trot Medley
ON THE ALAMO .................................... Elliott Jacoby 50¢
   Fox-Trot by Isham Jones
THAT NAUGHTY WALTZ .............................. Maurice Baron 50¢
   Waltz by Sol. P. Levy

Swing Arrangements

ON THE ALAMO .................................... Will Hudson 75¢
   By Kahn & Jones
THE ONE I LOVE BELONGS TO SOMEBODY ELSE ...... Will Hudson 75¢
   By Kahn & Jones

No library, no matter how large or small, is complete without these modern arrangements of internationally known numbers
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